
Host: What's happening next? I know what's happening next. It's the keynotes, and we're going to have                 
Ms. Colleen Reese come and speak to us. Colleen is a senior content strategist at Think Company. Now,                  
if that sounds familiar to you, it's because yesterday's opening keynote, David Dylan Thomas was also                
from Think Company. I will say in all the Confabs we have ever done, it is extremely rare for us to have                      
two speakers from the same organization on stage at the same event, but we were just so excited about                   
both of these topics that we needed an exception. 

Reminder, this is prerecorded, but Ms. Colleen is going to come back on stage live with us for a Q&A. I                     
also would just like to say that I think that her topic right now is really super important because for                    
whatever reason, I personally am feeling like I have to accomplish more, and I have to work harder to                   
keep up with everybody else who seemingly is being way more productive than I am. Not only do I think                    
this is a nice reminder that we need to create space in our lives, in our professions as content strategists                    
to do our job better, but that giving ourselves permission to try to find and create that space for us during                     
these uncertain times is really important. With that, please enjoy Colleen's talk on optimization and               
idleness, why content strategists should do less. 

Colleen Reese: Hey, and good morning to everyone that is attending Confab. I just wanted to say thanks                  
for spending some time with me today. In a minute or so, we're going to talk a little bit about how                     
important it is to create space for yourself and for users to idle and really explore non-linear thinking. My                   
name is Colleen T. Reese, I'm a senior content strategist here at Think Company, which is located in                  
Philadelphia, Go Birds. I'm also a dungeon master, a gamer, and my favorite content strategy activity is                 
wrangling a truly unruly content audit. 

Now, before we begin, I just wanted to take a moment and acknowledge that the subject of this talk will                    
explore how we frame conversations around things like productivity, decision making, and optimizing our              
time. When I wrote this talk, I definitely thought a lot differently about time and about idle time. If at any                     
moment this conversation makes you feel uncomfortable or anxious, please feel free to step away and                
take care of yourself. We will be here when you get back and when you're ready. 

Before we talk about idleness, I think we have to talk about the opposite of that, which is really                   
productivity and task-oriented thinking. As humans, it's really in our nature to tinker and to improve, and                 
that's why it feels so good to be productive and to accomplish things. It used to be that we did that in                      
order to conserve energy to survive. Expending energy was a precious resource, and so we looked for                 
ways to conserve that energy by automating menial tasks or mechanizing things that we didn't want to do                  
anymore. As we established steadier footing, we assumed that that evolutionary instinct to optimize time               
would quiet a little bit, but it didn't. In fact, you could argue that we became fairly obsessed with time and                     
finding new things to automate and creating new efficiencies. 

Time is something to be managed. It has a certain gravity and significance to it. This is particularly                  
amplified by the advent of scientific time management, which we know to be like contemporary project                
management methodology. This really linear approach to time has instilled with us this idea that time can                 
only be used or lost. We feel really guilty when we do things like waste time, and we feel really good when                      
we make the most of it. We compartmentalize time into days and hours and minutes, and we develop all                   
these strategies to never lose time. When we do that really well, it feels really satisfying, and we've                  
actually developed tons and tons and tons of new informational content about time. We measure pretty                
much everything by the amount of time it takes to do it. 

I'll share with you that I now know that the average person speaks at about 125 to 250 words in a minute.                      
I know this because I looked up how many words I might say in a 20-minute talk. We spend about three                     
hours and 15 minutes a day on our phones. We know that it takes about 15 to 20 minutes to clean a sink                       



full of dishes. We measure so much of the amount of time that something will take us that we have trouble                     
decoupling time from value. This has really led us to believe that how we make decisions is also linear.                   
For content strategists, that's the very thing that we study. If you think about it, content strategists are                  
people who are uniquely positioned to think about time and energy and the amount of time it takes to                   
make a decision. 

Who hasn't really heard this mantra of right content, right place, and right time, and we've come to                  
understand that if we're able to isolate the right place and the right time for something that we will be able                     
to serve up the right, useful, usable content. As people who are also uniquely positioned to study people,                  
we know that human beings are simply much more complicated than that. To reduce decision-making               
down to the amount of time or effort that it takes to put into making a decision really loses sight of the                      
many variables we use and the very many different ways we use to think about decision making. 

In fact, even when we think about something like how we use time, we're not really going to debate                   
whether time is linear, but how we experience time is really different, and the same thing can be said                   
about decision making. We know that there is a point A and a point B, and that's a linear model, and                     
there's really not a lot that we can do about that, but how we experience time and how we experience                    
decision making are really more non-linear. 

As human beings, we're actually trained to think non-linearly. We've just been avoiding it for a really long                  
time, and that's why it's important for a content strategist to really become intimate and familiar with this                  
idea that some nonsense or some non-linear thinking is really okay. Conventional wisdom tells us that                
less activity is equal to less brain activity. When we're engaged in really task-oriented thinking, we                
imagine that we use more brain power than, say, if we were staring at a painting or daydreaming a little bit                     
or standing outside to catch our breath for a little bit. It's a really rational line of thought: You do more of                      
something, you use more brain power. When we're doing less, we're going to use less brain power. 

As new technologies have emerged, especially in neuroimaging, we've started to inadvertently make             
discoveries about what our brain does when we are not actively engaged in past-based thinking. The                
advancements of MRIs and other newer imaging technologies have challenged some of that thinking.              
Essentially, what happened was a couple of scientists were studying brain activity, and they started to                
notice surprising levels of brain activity within people they were studying who were not supposed to be                 
doing anything. That really challenged that notion that when we do nothing or when we’re idle, our brain is                   
also quiet. 

In fact, they coined a term for that type of cognition, called the default mode network. This is what your                    
resting brain does. It's a form of cognition that's in between doing something like accomplishing a task                 
from your to-do list, and true rest like sleep or like just laying down. It's this in-between area that some                    
really interesting things actually start to happen. Our brain switches function from this super linear,               
task-oriented thinking to a really curious and exploratory non-linear network. Of course, the science for, is                
the default mode network a unique state, is up for debate because that's the nature of science, but we                   
can still learn a lot from how scientists approach this and also how idleness or resting and non-linear                  
thinking affect our decision making and affect a user's decision making. 

It's probably helpful to understand a little bit around what happens when you engage with your resting                 
brain or the non-linear or, excuse me, the default mode network. One of those things is that you finally                   
have a moment to slow down and figure out what the autopilot is doing. I'm sure that you've heard, we                    
talk a lot about how a lot of your cognition actually happens without you noticing it, so much of your brain                     
is on autopilot. If we never slow down and stop to figure out the destination of the autopilot or what the                     
autopilot is trying to figure out, we'll never know so many of those really interesting and critical factors in                   



our own decision making, we'll never know what they're doing unless we stop and check in with the                  
autopilot and see where are we going? What is this decision shaping out for me so far? 

This is also a time that your brain finally has the space and you have the attention to receive reports that                     
you were otherwise too busy to notice. This is like that very famous eureka shower moment where you're                  
just facing the water and all of the sudden, the very many connections that you were otherwise really                  
trying hard to connect, suddenly make sense. That's because you've finally given your brain the space to                 
send you reports about it. It can also be really silly things like you remembering an embarrassing thing                  
that you said or something like that. 

Perhaps most importantly, during this time, our brain is naturally wired to explore divergent and non-linear                
paths. I joke a lot that so much of, like 50% of content strategy is having conversations with people, with                    
stakeholders, with users, with other content strategists, and then the other 30% of it is really just staring                  
off into space and trying to make connections between emergent patterns and things that feel fragmented                
or not connected. It's really helpful to employ this space to really explore those divergent paths. Then, of                  
course, we have the other 20%, which is actually doing the work, like creating customer journeys or doing                  
a content audit and doing content strategy work. 

I think it would be helpful also to do maybe a more practical analog. Often, we see small opportunities to                    
improve things as problems. One of the examples I use a lot, and one of the examples that I'm sure, as                     
content strategist, you've heard a lot of different times is someone will come to you, a stakeholder, a new                   
client or someone that you're working with and they'll say to you, "Hey, we've been noticing that people                  
have been leaving this page, or they're not completing the journey in the order that we thought they were                   
going to, or it seems like they're struggling with this particular interaction or engagement." 

What we don't realize is that this is less of a problem and more of a behavior. We don't yet have enough                      
of that contextual understanding of what is going on to identify this totally as a problem because we're                  
approaching it in a linear fashion. Think, for example, how many times this morning, even, you opened up                  
a browser tab, started reading something, maybe started a new notes tab, maybe you even started                
thinking about buying furniture or you're doing some homemaking and you're painting a wall, only to open                 
up a new tab or close the eight other tabs that you had opened. 

It's really natural and it's a really normal behavior to disrupt decision making. It's really normal for users to                   
not complete certain aspects of a journey and to leave pages. This is just a basic human behavior. When                   
we think about why this matters for content strategists, let's return back to that problem. People are                 
leaving this page, they're not completing the journey. What we don't have is enough of that messy,                 
non-linear information that we need to understand this experience. 

Who are people? Who are these users? Did they leave the page because maybe they had to pick up their                    
kids or walk the dog or they just weren't ready to make this decision yet? Why aren't they completing the                    
journey? This is why contextual inquiry and understanding environmental influences are such powerful             
tools for content strategists because it allows us to engage with users in a non-linear way. We're not                  
asking them, "Hey, why haven't you gone from A to B?" We're asking them, "What do you do in the                    
morning? How do you make decisions? What information do you need to make decisions?", because               
content strategy is actually not about manipulating a user's experience, decision making, or even their               
attitude, it's about helping them make sense of an experience. 

That becomes particularly challenging when we're trying to communicate that experience to things like              
stakeholders or clients or people that we work with. That's why we tend to fashion them in linear models                   
because we need to communicate the most important information in a succinct way. That's okay, because                



the function of those artifacts is not necessarily to be representative of this entire experience, it's just to                  
give information that we need to give at a time. A customer journey or a user journey, or even our content                     
strategists are really there to help us understand and experience as much as they are to be                 
representative of a user's experience. 

I'll give you a less practical example now. I think that one of the things that has actually helped me the                     
most as a content strategist was becoming a dungeon master. I play Dungeons & Dragons, for those of                  
you who are not familiar with what a dungeon master is, and it's a really unique and interesting way to                    
think about how we co-author conversations with users. In the case of being a dungeon master and                 
playing Dungeons & Dragons, the dungeon master has the most information about a story, which is really                 
similar to a content strategist. We have information from stakeholders, we have information from users,               
and we know the linear narrative arc of how this journey or how this story is supposed to work out. 

Then we introduce users, or players, in this case, to come and interact and shape that story with us. They                    
often do that in really unexpected and interesting ways. It's our job as content strategists or dungeon                 
masters to adjust and shape that story, to make it more enjoyable for them and also to make sure that                    
they receive critical pieces of information when they are ready to progress and advance that story. We do                  
this by understanding the greater content for the experience, context for the experience. The more we                
understand how users make decisions, the more equipped we are to provide useful, usable content that                
empowers users to make the decisions, not within a strict framework or an isolated time or environment                 
by empowering them to make those decisions and decide when they need this content and how they                 
need it to be served to them. 

This is especially important because as we think about how people learn and make decisions, we need to                  
understand that it takes time and space. It requires a rest. As content strategists, our primary                
responsibility is to facilitate learning or proficiency with information, with applications or tools and products               
and websites. If our strategy does not allow for some divergence or variability and rest and decision                 
making with users, it will become increasingly difficult for them to make sense of the experiences that                 
we've created for them. In terms of how you might practice this as a content strategist, I encourage you to                    
do a little bit of homework whenever you're ready. That homework is to really just go do a little bit of                     
nothing every day and allow yourself the time and space to explore this type of non-linear cognition so                  
that you can do the same for users. Thank you. I'd be happy to answer any questions now. 

Host: Thank you so much for that. That talk was like balm for my soul and I can't wait to chat with Colleen                       
right now. Hi. 

Colleen: Hi. 

Host: How's it going? 

Colleen: It's great. [laughs] 

Host: [unintelligible 00:19:46] [crosstalk] 

Colleen: The pink hat has become— I'm sorry. 

Host: I would say the pink hat has become, has it become your thing? Is it your thing? 

Colleen: Yes, it's become a bit of an identity for content. It's like my token marker right now. 

Host: Oh, really? 



Colleen: Yes. 

Host: [inaudible 00:20:06] very much. I'm going to get a hat. I need a hat. I need a hat because I can't                      
quit screwing around with my hair. Everybody behind the scenes, "Stop touching your hair." Hey, we are                 
so glad that you are here and the love that is being shown in Slack for the things that you are saying,                      
you're just really hitting people deep. I have a lot of questions from our audience that I'm just going to dig                     
right into if that's okay with you. 

Colleen: Yes, let's do it. 

Host: Let's do it. All right. Ms. Megan Casey, who happens to be our next speaker, has a question for                    
you, which is “Have you ever introduced these concepts to leaders,” these concepts to leaders “and how                 
do they react?” 

Colleen: That's like the million-dollar question. Not directly. Certainly by way of trying to encourage them                
to think about decision making with a little bit more variability. Definitely when we review things like a                  
content audit or review things like a content model or journey, starting to identify places where, "Hey,                 
there may be some divergence from this journey at this point and we're comfortable with that." We can                  
use that as an opportunity for further iterative testing or research, and really just starting to help                 
stakeholders and leaders become a little bit more comfortable with areas that are ripe for that variability. 

Host: Isn't it incredible? I keep coming back to this although you answer it, that your role as a content                    
strategist includes introducing these ideas and concepts to the leaders in the room, beyond just like,                
"Hey, here's what content we think should go where and why." 

Colleen: I think that's one of the most exciting parts about being a content strategist, is that you're really                   
like an idea translator. You translate ideas from users to stakeholders, and you help translate stakeholder                
objectives for users. Then you also have this awesome opportunity to introduce ideas that excite and                
interest you to both of them. 

Host: Exactly, exactly, exactly. We have the best job. Do we have the best job? We have the best job.                    
Next up, we have from Bill Farley, “What is the best way to coax yourself into default mode? Is it                    
strategic? Is it non-linear, on demand?” 

Colleen: I don't know a way to make it happen on demand. I do find that I'm really lucky to have a space,                       
whenever we can return to it, where I work where there are just big whiteboards everywhere, or if you                   
have like a blank wall, or if you can stand outside of something that you're really familiar with, and just let                     
your mind wander. That's been the easiest way for me to approach it. I've also learned to start leaning                   
into the threatening blank Word document and just watching the typing cursor go a few times because it                  
used to really make me very anxious and now that I've learned a little bit [crosstalk] 

Host: That makes me super anxious. 

Colleen: Yes. Now that I've learned a little bit about that, I think I am less afraid of that experience. I can                      
just get into it and feel comfortable with it. 

Host: I admire that enormously. That is like life goals for me. In fact, I'm constantly telling my team                   
members like, instead of me just writing that from scratch, why don't you just give me something to react                   
to? 

[laughter] 



[inaudible 00:23:58] crap out of it. Were we ready 'cause we're like, "This is just like words on a page.                    
It's okay even if they're not what I need, it's just not as scary as the blinking white cursor." 

Another question from Hillary Marsh, “How do you tell yourself or your clients that time to do nothing isn't                   
wasting time or procrastinating?” 

Colleen: That is a great question. I have always framed this lesson about the time. I think so much of this                     
talk is about time because we have to start decoupling that from activity or even thinking. If we're talking                   
about like collapsing deadlines, or even just very short deadlines with a client or with people that we work                   
with, I think trying to come to that conversation with a values-based mindset, and then asking them,                 
providing options and saying like, "Here are the things that I think I can accomplish in this time frame,"                   
versus "Hey, if I had a little bit more time, here's the value that I could bring to this." As often as I can, I try                          
to remove questions of it being just about like a day or two, and more about "Here's the activity, and                    
here's the anticipated or intended outcome and impact of that activity. What do we have, what can we do                   
to make that happen?" 

Host: I think that this can be an exceptionally difficult conversation to navigate, for not just agencies, but                  
freelancers as well when people are like, "You need to give me an estimate based on an hourly rate." I                    
never get to be the client, and even as a client with the vendors that we're working with for Confab, brand                     
new vendors, we've never done a virtual conference before and they're giving me bids on hours which                 
now in hindsight, I'm just like, "Oh God," because I know they've gone past them. That's a really difficult—                   
"Here's what the outcome is going to be, and here's what the value of that is," versus "Here's how many                    
hours it's going to take to complete it," especially because we work at different paces. It's hard to say,                   
"Yes, I'm going to bill you for this 90 minutes and I'm going to go stand outside and let my brain wander." 

Colleen: In some ways, it can be helpful to talk about time when you're thinking about time that really                   
can't, that you can't be without. You can spend the time now, or a designer and a developer can spend                    
the time later. That's a really helpful— 

[laughter] 

Host: I guarantee you this [unintelligible 00:26:52] is dying right now. That is [unintelligible 00:26:55]               
how many times we've been like, "Yes, you can talk to me now or you can waste however many hours                    
and then come back and talk to me later, it's your choice." I love that. Oh my God, you have so many                      
questions. I don't even know what to do. From Katie Ellison, “I loved your point about contextual                 
experience. Is anyone already doing that, and how?” 

Colleen: Yes, especially if you have like, UX researchers where you work, or this is something that I think                   
is totally appropriate for a content strategist to pursue. That person can be you. Contextual inquiry is a                  
fairly recognized form of research. You can go to like Nielsen Norman to learn more about contextual                 
inquiry. It's really just asking more about the environmental influences and actions taken outside of major                
milestone journey markers. We've found those to be extremely helpful when we're starting to think about                
things like what kind of features does someone need in a product? What kind of content is needed at                   
different stages of a journey? 

Host: Excellent. Let's see, you kind of touched on this, that how practically do you find that space and                   
time that you're talking about in a work schedule that's usually very full? 

Colleen: It's not always possible. Like anything else, it's something that I think you have to practice to                  
build muscle for. When I think about the work that I have to do, I do try to think about ways to sleep on                        
something, for example like if I'm in a major research activity, I would want some time in between when I                    



talk to someone, like my team, about that versus the stakeholders that we have to report to. Part of this is                     
keeping yourself accountable and being compassionate to yourself and saying, "I need these things," and               
coordinating and collaborating with the people who are there to help you, which is your team. Then the                  
other part of that is making sure that we maintain and enforce boundaries with the people that we work                   
with. 

Host: That is so difficult to do, especially, I think, when there are so many people who are either                   
people-pleasers, like if I say, "No, that's going to somehow reflect poorly on me as an employee or as a                    
team player," then I think there are other folks who see constant activity as productivity, and who if they                   
see you sitting around, they're like, "Why are you slacking off your job?" I think that the concept of                   
boundaries and being able to speak up for either "Here's how my brain is sort of going to best operate in                     
this scenario" or "The way that you are asking me to perform is actually undermining my ability to deliver                   
the outcomes.” Those are very, very difficult, complicated conversations to have especially when you              
work in an environment where being a part of the team and taking one for the team and working as hard                     
as the rest of the team is part of the picture. 

Oh, here's a great question from Tracy Johnson, “With everyone working from home, how can you                
encourage non-linear thinking when you're on the phone and on Zoom calls, and everyone is multitasking                
and not letting themselves get into a brainstorm zone?” 

Colleen: Yes, it's so funny 'cause content strategists are such overachievers too by nature, we solve so                 
many problems, and so in an environment like this one where there is a certain efficiency to Zoom or to                    
web conferencing, that really makes it difficult to do this type of thinking or even get basic tasks done. 

Host: Totally. 

Colleen: It was really difficult for me to learn how to talk to someone like a project manager and just be                     
like, "Hey, I just can't come to this meeting," because it does, it feels a little bit like you're letting someone                     
down or that you're making a divergent decision and so it's really uncomfortable to ask those things, but I                   
think if you work with a team that you really trust, or if you want to start building that trust, asking those                      
types of questions are how you really start to learn the best ways to work with each other and the best                     
ways to keep a really value-centered mindset. 

Host: Yes, so good. Okay, so our time, I could literally just sit here and talk to you all day and just make                       
Confab all about Colleen but we got to go. 

[laughter] 

Colleen, are you active in the Confab Slack today? 

Colleen: I am, yes, I'll be there and I can answer additional questions on Slack. 

Host: Excellent. Okay, so everybody, you literally had like 800 questions. Everybody, find Colleen on               
Slack, and Colleen, thank you so very much for being here. You are a national treasure and we really                   
appreciate your participation. 

Colleen: [laughs] Thank you. 

Host: I mean it. I mean it. All right, thanks so much. 

[laughter] 


